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A sequence of positive Borel measures with infinite support on the unit circle is
given, converging in the weak star topology to a measure with support consisting of
a finite number n of mass points. The sequences of monic rational functions0
orthogonal with respect to inner products determined by the measures are studied,
with the focus being on the asymptotic behavior of the zeros. The main result is
 .twofold: For a fixed n ) n , n of the zeros ``interesting zeros'' tend to the mass0 0
points of the limiting measure, while the remaining n y n zeros ``uninteresting0
.zeros'' may not converge at all. However, by considering subsequences, limits may
 .be obtained and the remaining zeros and their limits will be located in a closed
< <disk z F R - 1, provided that a certain boundedness condition for the norm of
the monic orthogonal functions is satisfied. As an application it is proved that this
theory may be applied in frequency analysis, where the interesting zeros tend to
the frequency points while the uninteresting zeros are bounded away from the unit
circle. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. BACKGROUND
The original idea behind the present study was to find an answer to the
following question: Is it possible to use a Szego theory generalized toÈ
rational functions in frequency analysis in a way similar to the use of
classical theory for Szego polynomials? In order to make this questionÈ
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more precise we shall first briefly describe how the Szego theory is used toÈ
determine unknown frequencies in trigonometric signals. Next we shall
touch upon the general theory, mainly to indicate in what way it represents
a generalization of the Szego theory. In the following we will use only theÈ
terms general Szego theory and classical Szego theory. A somewhat moreÈ È
extensive and detailed overview of the general theory is the topic of
Section 2.
The signal is assumed to be of the form
I
2p i f tjG t s A e , 1.1 .  . j
jsyI
where t denotes time; f s yf ) 0 for j s 1, 2, . . . , I; f s 0; A s A .yj j 0 yj j
< <The numbers f are the frequencies and A are the amplitudes. Thej j
frequency analysis problem is to determine the unknown frequencies from a
set of observations. The observations are made at the times m ? D t,
m s 0, 1, 2, . . . , N y 1, where D t is chosen so that we have reason to
believe that 2p f D t - p for j s 1, 2, . . . , I. With v s 2p f D t the obser-j j j
 .vations x m of the signal are given byN
I
iv mjx m s A e for m s 0, 1, 2, . . . , N y 1. 1.2 .  .N j
jsyI
 .For other integer m-values we define x m s 0. The frequency analysisN
problem is then to determine the numbers v sometimes sloppily calledj
.frequencies .
The frequency analysis problem has recently been dealt with in several
w x  wpapers 14, 15, 18]21, 31, 33 by the Wiener]Levinson method cf. 7, 22,
x.23, 36 , formulated in terms of Szego polynomials. It goes as follows:È
By using the observations we construct a positive measure, absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the unit circle,
defined by
1 2X iu< <C u s X e , yp F u F p , .  .N N2p
Ny1
ymwhere X z s x m z . 1.3 .  .  .N N
ms0
This measure gives rise to a positive definite inner product in the space of
all polynomials, and in turn to a sequence of orthogonal monic polynomi-
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 .als, Szego polynomials r C ; z . If we know the number of frequencies,È n N
i.e., if we know I, the frequencies v are determined by using the followingj
property:
Llim r C ; z s z y 1 .  .n N0Nª`
I
iv yivj j? z y e z y e . 1.4 .  .  .
js1
Here L s 0 if A s 0, and L s 1 if A / 0, and n s 2 I q L.0 0 0
Normally the number of frequencies is not known, in which case the
  .4following property is used: For any fixed n the sequence r C ; z isn N N
  .4normal, and if n G n any convergent sequence r C ; z has a limit0 n N kk
 .  .function polynomial with the right-hand side of 1.4 as a factor. As a
w x  .consequence of Hurwitz' theorem 13 , the zeros of r C ; z , properlyn Nk
ordered, will be such that n of them will converge to the numbers e" iv j.0
w x w xThese properties were independently proved in 18 and 33 , and repre-
w xsented an affirmative answer to a conjecture by Jones et al. 15 . Other
w xpapers with extensions and modifications have also appeared 19]21 . For
w xgeneral discussions of zeros of Szego polynomials see 27, 28 . Important inÈ
the practical use of the method is that the Szego polynomials are easilyÈ
w xcomputed in different ways 7, 11, 17, 35 .
The Szego theory is associated with the Caratheodory coefficient prob-È Â
w xlem, or equivalently the trigonometric moment problem 1, 12, 16, 17 : The
measure solving the moment problem gives rise to an inner product and in
turn to a sequence of orthogonal polynomials, the Szego polynomials.È
w xThe general Szego theory was initiated by Djrbashian 10 and indepen-È
w xdently from an applied point of view by Bultheel et al. 2, 9 . The theory
w xwas systematically developed by Bultheel et al., especially in 3]6 . Contri-
w xbutions have also been made by Li and Pan, especially in 25, 30 .
Treatments of the related theory of orthogonal polynomials with respect
to varying measures can be found in papers by Lopez, Li, and Pan, see e.g.
w x.25, 26, 32 . This general Szego theory is associated with Nevanlinna]Pick'sÈ
 w x w x.interpolation problem see e.g. 1, 29, 34 , cf. also 8 in a way similar to
that in which the classical Szego theory is associated with the CaratheodoryÈ Â
problem. The interpolation points a are all assumed to be in the unitj
disk, the rational functions with poles in y1r a will play a role related toj
that of the Szego polynomials in the ordinary Szego theory. In the caseÈ È
when all interpolation points coincide at the origin, the general SzegoÈ
theory reduces to the ordinary Szego theory. The question raised in theÈ
beginning of the section is then more precisely expressed as follows: For a
 .given signal 1.1 and a given N use a measure constructed from the
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 .  .observations 1.2 , for instance the measure given in 1.3 . Construct the
sequence of monic orthogonal functions in a way related to that used in
the ordinary Szego theory. Will then n of the zeros of the orthogonalÈ 0
functions tend to the frequency points eiv j when N ª `? If the answer is
yes, the general Szego theory is in principle applicable in frequencyÈ
analysis. It is hard to say, presently, how useful this may be for practical
purposes. The presence of the interpolation points most certainly will
make the computation more complicated, and there will be a need for
good algorithms. On the other hand, the interpolation points may turn out
to be a useful tool in speeding up the process.
In the course of the investigation, it turned out that a more general
setting than the original question was natural and favorable. The main
results of the paper, as presented in Sections 4 and 5, go beyond the
original intention of the paper. But as an application of these results, the
original question is affirmatively answered in Section 6.
È2. OUTLINE OF GENERAL SZEGO THEORY
Here and in the rest of the paper we shall use the notations D for the
open unit disk, T for the unit circle, and E for the exterior of the closed
unit disk. The functions to be studied are complex functions of one
 .complex variable. Later we shall be more specific. The substar conjugate
f# of a function f is defined by
f# z s f 1rz . 2.1 .  .  .
We shall, on the spaces of functions to be studied, define a positive
definite functional M by using a finite positive measure m with
p
iuM f s f e dm u . 2.2 .  .  .  .H
yp
The functional M gives rise to a positive definitive inner product
p
iu iu :f , g s M f z ? g# z s f e g# e dm u . 2.3 .  .  .  .  .  . . H
yp
The functions to be dealt with in this paper arise in connection with
Nevanlinna]Pick interpolation theory.
 4`Let a be an arbitrary sequence of interpolation points, all in Dn ns0
and a s 0. For all n the Blaschke factor z is defined by0 n
a a y z .n n
z z s , 2.4 .  .n < <a 1 y a z .n n
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< <and by convention a r a s y1 if a s 0. The Blaschke products B aren n n n
defined by
n
B z s 1, B z s z z , n s 1, 2, . . . . 2.5 .  .  .  .0 n k
ks1
The spaces L and L are defined byn `
`
 4L s Span B : k s 0, 1, . . . , n , L s L . 2.6 .Dn k ` n
ns0
The functions in L are exactly the functions that may be written in then
form
p z .n
L z s , 2.7 .  .n 1 y a z .ks1 k
 .where p z is a polynomial of degree at most n.n
 4 `Moreover, let L # s f# : f g L , L # s D L #. For f g L wen n ` ns0 n n
define its superstar conjugate f * by
f * z s B z f# z . 2.8 .  .  .  .n
This transformation depends on n. If f g L then f * g L .n n
We shall now assume that the positive definite functional M, defined in
 .2.2 , is defined on L q L #, and that the corresponding positive definite` `
 .  .inner product is defined by 2.3 . Note that L q L # s L ? L # .` ` ` `
Our main interest in the rest of the section and of the paper as a whole
 4`shall be the sequence F of rational functions, obtained by orthogo-n ns0
 4`nalization of B with respect to the inner product we have. We shalln ns0
assume all F to be monic, which means that the leading coefficient bn. inn n
the representation
n
n.F z s b B z 2.9 .  .  .n k k
ks0
 :is equal to 1. For f g L we have f , F s 0. The condition of beingny1 n
monic can be expressed as
FU a s 1, 2.10 .  .n n
 .by using 2.9 and the fact that
B # z s 1rB z . .  .k k
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Essential in the use of the functions F and FU are recurrence rela-n n
w xtions. We shall first quote from 5 a set of recurrence relations which will
< <be used in the following. We shall write t for a r a .n n n
 4THEOREM 2.1. The sequence F satisfies the following recurrence rela-n
tion:
z y any1
F z s « F z .  .n n ny11 y a zn
1 y a zny1 Uqd F z , n s 1, 2, . . . .n ny11 y a zn
z y any1UF z s yt d F z .  .n n n ny11 y a zn
1 y a zny1 Uyt « F z , n s 1, 2, . . . .n n ny11 y a zn
F s 1, FU s 1.0 0
The coefficients d , « are gi¨ en byn n
1 y a a F a . .ny1 n n ny1
d sn 2< <1 y a .ny1
U1 y a a F a . .ny1 n n ny1
« s yt .n n 2< <1 y a .ny1
 . U  .In the polynomial case all a s 0 we have F 0 s 1 for all n, hencen n
 .d s F 0 , « s 1, and the recurrence relations reduce to the classicaln n n
w xSzego formulas, see e.g. 7, 11, 12, 17, 35 .È
An important property of the functions F is that all their zeros aren
w x w xcontained in D. See 5 . Another important property, also known from 5 ,
< < < <is that d - « for all n. This will be used in Sections 4 and 5.n n
From the polynomial case we know the positive Perron]CaratheodoryÂ
w xcontinued fractions, introduced by Jones et al. 16, 17 as a useful tool in
connection with Caratheodory's coefficient problem and the trigonometricÂ
moment problem. One of the many important properties of this continued
fraction is that the sequence of denominators of the odd-order approxi-
mants is the sequence of Szego polynomials, and the sequence of denomi-È
nators of even-order approximants is the sequence of reciprocal polynomi-
als. Although it will not be used explicitly in the present paper it is worth
mentioning that Bultheel et al. have introduced a continued fraction, the
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Nevanlinna]Pick fraction, closely related to the Nevanlinna]Pick interpo-
w xlation problem. We quote from 5 a theorem about the NP-fractions. The
recurrence relations there will be used to establish a lemma, which will be
crucial in the proof of the main results of the paper. The assumptions in
w x5 that all F are nondegenerate is automatically satisfied in our situationn
.with the inner product positive definite and all a in D.n
 4 < < < <THEOREM 2.2. Let F be a non-degenerate sequence, and d / «n n n
for all n. Define
Q z s FU z , m s 1, 2, . . . , 2.11 .  .  .2 m m
Q z s F z , m s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 2.12 .  .  .2 mq1 m
 4Then the terms of the sequence Q form the denominators of a continuedn
`   .  ..  .  .fraction K a z rb z , where the elements a z , b z are gi¨ en byns1 n n n n
1 y a zmy 1
a z s yt « , .2 m m m 1 y a zm
1 z y amy 12 2< < < <a z s « y d , m s 1, 2, . . . .  .2 mq1 m m« 1 y a zm m
z y a dmy 1 m
b z s yt d , b z s yt , m s 1, 2, . . . .  .2 m m m 2 mq1 m1 y a z «m m
 4The recurrence relation satisfied by the denominators Q is thusn
z y amy 1
Q z s yt d Q z .  .2 m m m 2 my11 y a zm
1 y a zmy 1yt « Q z , m s 1, 2, . . . 2.13 .  .m m 2 my21 y a zm
dm
Q z s yt Q z .  .2 mq1 m 2 m«m
1 z y amy 12 2< < < <q « y d Q z , m s 1, 2, . . . . .m m 2 my1« 1 y a zm m
2.14 .
Q s 1, Q s 1.0 1
In particular the abo¨e results hold when the functional M is positi¨ e definite
and all a g D or all a g E.n n
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LEMMA 2.3. Let c be a finite positi¨ e measure with infinite support on the
unit circle T, and let F be defined as earlier. Then the following formulask
hold:
2 2U < < < <1 y a z S F q « y d T F .n k n n n kq1 ny1UF s ,nqk 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n nqk
k s 1, 2, . . . , 2.15 .
2 2U < < < <1 y a z P F q « y d R F .n k n n n kq1 ny1
F s ,nqk 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n nqk
k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2.16 .
P , S are polynomials of degree k, and R , T are polynomials of degreek k kq1 kq1
k q 1.
Proof. Keep in mind that here all F are non-degenerate, and Theo-n
rem 2.2 may be used.
  ..In the proof we let the notation p or p z generically mean am m
 .  .polynomial of degree m. The formula 2.16 for k s 0 follows from 2.14
 .with m s n. From 2.13 we get, with m s n q 1:
p p1 1U UF s F q F .nq1 n n1 y a z 1 y a znq1 nq1
 .Inserting from 2.16 with k s 0 we find
2 2U < < < <1 y a z p F q « y d p Fp  .n 0 n n n 1 ny11UF snq1 1 y a z 1 y a znq1 n
p 1 y a z .1 n Uq F ,n1 y a z 1 y a z .  .nq1 n
and hence
2 2U < < < <1 y a z p F q p « y d F .n 1 n 2 n n ny1UF s ,nq1 1 y a z 1 y a z .  .n nq1
 .which is 2.15 for k s 1.
 .From 2.14 we have, with m s n q 1,
p1UF s p F q F .nq1 0 nq1 n1 y a znq1
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 .  .Inserting from 2.15 for k s 1 and from 2.16 for k s 0 we get
2 2U < < < <1 y a z p F q « y d p F .n 1 n n n 2 ny1
F snq1 1 y a z 1 y a z .  .n nq1
2 2U < < < <p F q « y d p F1 y a z p . 1 n n n 1 ny1n 0q ,
1 y a z 1 y a z .  .nq1 n
and hence
2 2U < < < <1 y a z p F q p « y d F .n 1 n 2 n n ny1
F s ,nq1 1 y a z 1 y a z .  .n nq1
 .which is 2.16 for k s 1.
 .  .Assume now that k is such that 2.15 and 2.16 both hold for that
 .particular k-value. We get from 2.13 with m s n q k q 1:
p F q p FU1 nqk 1 nqkUF s .nqkq1 1 y a znqkq1
 .  .Inserting from 2.15 and 2.16 we get
2 2U < < < <p 1 y a z p F q « y d p F . /1 n k n n n kq1 ny1UF snqkq1 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n nqkq1
2 2U < < < <p 1 y a z p F q « y d p F . /1 n k n n n kq1 ny1q ,
1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n nqkq1
and hence
2 2U < < < <1 y a z p F q p « y d F .n kq1 n kq2 n n ny1UF s ,nqkq1 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n nqkq1
 .which is 2.15 with k replaced by k q 1.
 .From 2.14 with m s n q k q 1 we have
p1UF s p F q F .nqkq1 0 nqkq1 nqk1 y a znqkq1
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 .  .Inserting from 2.15 with k q 1 and from 2.16 we get
2 2U < < < <1 y a z p F q p « y d F .n kq1 n kq2 n n ny1
F snqkq1 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n nqkq1
2 2U < < < <p 1 y a z p F q « y d p F .1 n k n n n kq2 ny1q ,
1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n nqkq1
and hence
2 2U < < < <1 y a z p F q p « y d F .n kq1 n kq2 n n ny1
F s .nqkq1 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n nqkq1
 .This is 2.16 with k replaced by k q 1. Lemma 2.3 is thus proved by
induction.
3. SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS
In this section we shall discuss some basic results which will be essential
in the proof of the main theorems in Sections 4 and 5.
In the first two lemmas existence and uniqueness of certain orthogonal
functions are established, together with certain properties, including ex-
plicit formulas.
In the third lemma continuous dependence of certain parameters is
proved. This is of importance in going from weak star convergence of
measures to uniform convergence of orthogonal functions.
 4`In all cases we have a fixed sequence a of interpolation points, allk ks0
of them in the unit disk D, a s 0.0
LEMMA 3.1. Let c be a finite, positi¨ e discrete measure consisting of
exactly n mass points z , z , . . . , z on the unit circle T, and let0 1 2 n0
 .  .  .F z , F z , . . . , F z be the monic orthogonal functions obtained by0 1 n y10
 .  .  .orthogonalization of B z , B z , . . . , B z . Then there exists a unique0 1 n y10
 .  .monic function F z , orthogonal to all F z , k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1. Thisn k 00
function is gi¨ en by the formula
n 2 n0 0< <t 1 y a z y z .k k k
F z s K , 3.1 .  . n n0 0 1 y a z 1 y a z .ks1 ks1k k k
where K is a constant making the function monic.n0
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Moreo¨er,
U < <F z s c ? F z , where c s 1. 3.19 .  .  .n n0 0
Remark. This result and all other results in the paper are based on a
fixed, but arbitrary, sequence of interpolation points. Switching of two or
more a-elements will make it a different sequence and hence lead to
 .different formulas of the same type in the result. This is obvious and may
not be worth mentioning explicitly. But another ``switching of orders''
needs to be considered: If we change the order of the mass points, such
that zX , k s 1, 2, . . . , n , are the same mass points in a different order,k 0
X .  .then the factor 1 y a z is replaced by 1 y a z , which apparentlyk k k k
gives a different formula. But that is not the case. In both cases we have a
formula
n0 z y zk
F z s C ? 3.10 .  .n n0 0 1 y a zks1 k
where C is a constant making the function monic. The same remark alson0
holds for Lemma 3.2 and the rest of the paper.
 .  .  .Proof. It is known that the functions F z , F z , . . . , F z all0 1 n y10w xexist, are unique and have positive norm 12, 17, 18 . We define
n y10
F z [ B z y a F z , 3.2 .  .  .  .n n k k0 0
ks0
and require F H F , k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1.n k 00
We find
 :  :B , F s a F , F , 3.3 .n k k k k0
k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, and the coefficients a are thus well defined. Hence0 k
 .  .F z is uniquely defined and monic, as seen in 3.2 .n0
 .In order to find a formula for F z we observe thatn0
n0
f z s z z y z z 3.4 .  .  .  .n k k k0
ks1
is in L y L , and f is orthogonal to all functions in L , since fn ny1 n ny1 n0 0
vanishes at all points of the support of c . In particular, f H F , k sn k0
 .0, 1, . . . , n y 1. Since the poles coincide with those of F z also, it0 n0
 .  .follows that f z coincides with F z except for a constant factor K ton n n0 0 0
 .  .  .  .make it monic. Using the explicit form 2.4 for z z and z z in 3.4 wek k k
 .get the right-hand side of 3.1 .
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The last statement in the lemma is proved by direct computation:
n n y10 0 z y zk2U < <F z s B z ? K t 1 y a . .  .  . n n n k k y10 0 0 1 y a z 1 y a z . .ks1 ks1 k k k
y1After some rearrangements, and keeping in mind that z s z , we findk k
n0K 1 y a zn k k0UF z s t ? F z .  .n k n0 0 /K z y aks1n k k0
and
n0K 1 y a zn k k0c s t . kK z y aks1n k k0
< < < <Since z s 1 we have c s 1. This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1.k
Let it finally be mentioned that the K -value may be determined byn0
using the condition for being monic, written in the form
FU a s 1. 3.5 .  .n n0 0
Hence
n0 1 y a a 1 y a z1  . .k n k k0K s s . 3.6 .n U 20 < <f a . 1 y a 1 y z aks1  .  .n n k k n0 0 0
LEMMA 3.2. Let, for each natural number N, c be a finite positi¨ e BorelN
 N . .4`measure with infinite support on the unit circle T. Let F z be then ns0
sequence of monic orthogonal functions obtained by orthogonalization of
  .4`B z with respect to the inner product defined by c . For a fixed n-¨ aluen ns0 N
N . N . N . N . .let z , z , . . . , z , be the zeros of F z . Then1 2 n n
n n N .z y zk2N . N . < <F z s K ? t 1 y a , 3.7 .  . . n n k k N .1 y a z 1 y a z .  .ks1 ks1 k k k
N .  N . .4`where K is a constant. Moreo¨er, the sequence F z is uniformlyn n Ns1
< <bounded on the closed unit disk z F 1.
w x N .Proof. From 3, 5 we know that for each N the functions F all existn
and are unique.
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< N . <Keep in mind that z - 1. The functionk
n
N . N .f z s z z y z z 3.8 .  .  . .n k k k
ks1
 .has the same zeros and the same poles counting multiplicity as the
N . .function F z , and the two functions must hence coincide, except for an
N .  .  .  N ..constant factor K . Using the explicit form 2.4 for z z and z zn k k k
 . N .we get the right-hand side of 3.7 , except for the factor K . In a wayn
similar to that in Lemma 3.1 we find
1 1
N .K s s nn UN . 2f a .n n < <1 y a . k
ks1
N .n 1 y a z 1 y a a . .k k k n
= . 3.9 . N .1 y a zks1 n k
N .  .  .Since all zeros z are in D we find from 3.8 and 3.9 thatk
< N . < nf z F 2 ? M , 3.10 .  .n n
< N . < < N . <where M is an upper bound for K . It is easy to see that K in factn n n
< <has an upper bound, independent of N: Let a be an upper bound for a ,n k
k s 1, 2, . . . , n. We then find the rough estimate
22 n
N .< <K F . B 3.11 .nn n21 y a 1 y a . .n n
In the main theorems, to be presented in Sections 4 and 5, we will have
a situation where c converges in the weak star sense to c . Then, and inN
particular in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the following lemma will be of
importance:
ÄLEMMA 3.3. Let c be a positi¨ e finite Borel measure on T such that the
 .  .  .  .monic functions F z , F z , F z , . . . , F z , obtained by orthogonaliza-0 1 2 n
 .  .  .tion of B z , B z , . . . , B z all exist and are unique. Let, for arbitrary0 1 n
non-negati¨ e integers m, k,
B t .m Äc [ dc t . 3.12 .  .Hm , k B t .T k
Then, with
n
n.F z s B z q b B z 3.13 .  .  .  .n n nyj nyj
js1
the coefficients bn. depend continuously on the parameters c .l m , k
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Before starting the proof we observe that the measure in Lemma 3.2
and the one in Lemma 3.1 both satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3.3, in the
case of Lemma 3.1 for n s n . We also remark that this result is basically0
a direct consequence of the way orthogonal functions are constructed
through the Gram]Schmidt process. We include a detailed argument here
to point out that the result is valid for F for n s 1, . . . , n when then 0
underlying measure is degenerate, consisting of n mass points.0
 .Proof. For k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 we get from 3.13 by using the fact that
F H B :n k
n
n. n.Ä0 s b B t B t dc t , b s 1, .  .  . Hny j nyj k n
Tjs0
n B t .ny jn. Ä0 s b dc t , . Hny j B t .T kjs0
i.e.,
0 s c q bn. c q ??? qbn. c q ??? qbn.cn , k ny1 ny1, k nyj nyj , k 0 0, k
for k s 0, . . . , n y 1. We thus have the following system of equations
c bn. q ??? q c bn. q ??? q c bn. s ycny1, 0 ny1 nyj , 0 nyj 0, 0 0 n , 0
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
n. n. n.c b q ??? q c b q ??? q c b s ycny1, k ny1 nyj , k nyj 0, k 0 n , k
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
n. n. n.c b q ??? q c b q ??? q c b s ycny1, ny1 ny1 nyj , ny1 nyj 0, ny1 0 n , ny1
The function F is assumed to be uniquely determined, which means thatn
the above system of equations has a unique solution. With
c ??? c ??? cny1, 0 nyj , 0 0, 0
??? ??? ??? ??? ???
c ??? c ??? cD s 3.14 .ny1, k nyj , k 0, kny1
??? ??? ??? ??? ???
c ??? c ??? cny1, ny1 nyj , ny1 0, ny1
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and
c ??? yc ??? cny1, 0 n , 0 0, 0
??? ??? ??? ??? ???
nyj.D s 3.15 .c ??? yc ??? cny1 ny1, k n , k 0, k
??? ??? ??? ??? ???
c ??? yc ??? cny1, ny1 n , ny1 0, ny1
this implies that D / 0 andny1
Dnyj.ny1n.b s , j s 1, 2, . . . , n. 3.16 .ny j Dny1
For a fixed n-value the coefficients bn. depend continuously on thel
 .parameters c in the formulas 3.16 . This concludes the Proof ofm , k
Lemma 3.3.
4. A THEOREM ON THE INTERESTING ZEROS
 4`THEOREM 4.1. Let a be an arbitrary, fixed sequence of interpola-n ns0
tion points in the open unit disk D, a s 0.0
 4`Next, let c be a sequence of finite positi¨ e Borel measures withN Ns1
infinite support on the unit circle T, con¨erging weakly to a measure c0
consisting of exactly n mass-points z , z , . . . , z on the unit circle.0 1 2 n0
 N .4`Moreo¨er, for each fixed N let F be the sequence of monicn ns0
 4orthogonal functions obtained by orthogonalization of the sequence B withn
respect to the positi¨ e definite inner product defined by c .N
Then the following statements hold:
 .a
lim FN . z s F z .  .n n0 0Nª`
exists locally uniformly in D and is equal to
n 2 n0 0< <t 1 y a z y z .k k k
F z s K , 4.1 .  . n n0 0 1 y a z 1 y a z .  .ks1 ks1k k k
where K is a constant making F monic.n n0 0N . N . .If the zeros z of F z are properly ordered, they approach the zeros zj n j0
 .of F z :n0
lim z N . s z , j s 1, 2, . . . , n . 4.2 .j j 0
Nª`
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 .  4b For any n ) n and any subsequence of N there is a subse-0
 4quence N such thatk
lim FNk . z 4.3 .  .n
kª`
exists. The limit function is of the form
F z .n0P z ? , 4.4 .  .m 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n q1 n qm0 0
 .  4where P z is a polynomial of degree m s n y n , depending on N . Them 0 k
Nk . .con¨ergence is locally uniform in D. If the zeros of F z are properlyn
 .ordered, n of them tend to the zeros z of F z .0 j n0
Remark. The somewhat informal concept ``interesting zeros'' is adopted
N .  .for zeros z , j s 1, 2, . . . , n , each of which is closer or at least as closej 0
to z than any other zero z N .. Similarly, the concept ``uninteresting zeros''j k
is used for the remaining zeros z N ., j s n q 1, . . . , n. The last statementj 0
of Theorem 4.1 may then be formulated as: ``The interesting zeros tend to
 .the zeros of F z , i.e., to the mass points z , . . . , z .''n 1 n0 0
Proof of Statement a. As remarked in the proof of Lemma 3.2 the
functions FN . all exist and are unique. Hence, from Lemma 3.3 we known
 .that the coefficients in 3.13 , in this particular case written as
n
N . n.F z s B z q b c B z , 4.5 .  .  .  .  .n n nyj n nyj
js1
 .depend continuously on the parameters in 3.12 , written here as
B t .m
c c s dc t . 4.6 .  .  .Hm , k N NB t .T k
We also know, from the proof of Lemma 3.1, that the monic functions
F , F , . . . , F , orthogonal with respect to the n -definite inner product0 1 n 00
defined by c , exist and are unique. Hence the coefficients in the repre-0
 .sentation with self-explaining notation
n0
n .0F z s B z q b c B z , 4.7 .  .  .  .  .n n n yj 0 n yj0 0 0 0
js1
depend upon the parameters
B t .m
c c s dc t 4.8 .  .  .Hm , k 0 0B t .T k
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 .in exactly the same way as the coefficients in 4.5 depend upon the
 . parameters in 4.6 . For the explicit determinant formulas see the proof of
.Lemma 3.3.
Let N ª `. From the weak star convergence of c to c it follows thatN 0
c c ª c c , .  .m , k N m , k 0
hence
bn0 . c ª bn0 . c . .  .n yj N n yj 00 0
 .  .From the representations 4.5 and 4.7 it then follows that
FN . z ª F z .  .n n0 0
 .uniformly on compact subsets of D, where F z , by Lemma 3.1, is givenn0
 .as in 4.1 . The rest of Statement a follows easily from Hurwitz' theorem
w x13 . We omit the proof.
Proof of Statement b. We know from Lemma 3.2 that for any fixed
 N .4n-value the sequence F is uniformly bounded on D, and hence isn N
normal. From this follows the first part of Statement b, and also that the
 w x .convergence is locally uniform in D. See e.g. 13 . It remains to prove that
 .the limit function has the form 4.4 . This will be proved by using Lemma
2.3.
 .From Lemma 2.3, formula 2.16 we have, with n s n , k s m, and the0
measure c :N
2 2UN . N . N . N . N . N .k k k k k k< < < <1 y a z P F q « y d R F .n m n n n mq1 n y10 0 0 0 0N .kF s .n qm0 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n n qm0 0
4.9 .
 4 Nk . Let N be a sequence such that F converges locally uniformly ink n qm0
.D . From Theorem 2.1 we have
N .k1 y a a F a . .n y1 n n n y10 0 0 0N .kd sn0 2< <1 y a /n y10
and
UN .k1 y a a F a . .n y1 n n n y10 0 0 0N .k« s yt .n n0 0 2< <1 y a /n y10
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 .From the a part we have
1 y a a .n y1 n0 0N .lim d s F a \ D , 4.10 .  .n n n y1 n0 0 0 02Nª` < <1 y a /n y10
1 y a a .n y1 n0 0 UN .lim « s yt F a \ E , 4.11 .  .n n n n y1 n0 0 0 0 02Nª` < <1 y a /n y10
and hence by Lemma 3.1
< < < <D s E . 4.12 .n n0 0
 . Nk . Nk .Let k ª ` in 4.9 . From the way the polynomials P and R arem mq1
 Nk .4`  Nk . 4`constructed it follows that the sequences P and R arem ks1 mq1 ks1
uniformly bounded on the closed unit disk. From Lemma 3.2 we know the
 Nk . 4`  .same for the sequence F . Hence, by 4.12 and the convergence ofn y1 ks10Nk . Nk .  .F and F *, and by 3.19 we getn qm n0 0
F z .n0N .klim F z s P z , .  .n qm m0kª` 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n q1 n qm0 0
locally uniformly in D, where P is a polynomial of degree m. Fromm
Hurwitz' theorem we know that for a fixed j a properly selected sequence
 Nk .4 Nk .  .z of zeros of F one from each function will converge to one ofj n qm0
 .  . Nk .the zeros of P z ? F z . This implies that if for each k the zeros zm n j0
are properly ordered, then n of them will converge to the zeros z of0 j
 .F z . This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1.n0
N .  .Remark. The classification of the zeros of F z in ``interesting''n qm0
and ``uninteresting'' ones leads to a splitting of FNk . :n qm0
Nk . Ä Nk .P z F z .  .m n0N .kF z s , 4.13 .  .n qm0 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n q1 n qm0 0
where
Nk . Ä Nk .P z ª P z and F z ª F z . .  .  .  .m m n n0 0
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5. A THEOREM ON THE UNINTERESTING ZEROS
In the use of classical Szego theory in frequency analysis we areÈ
 . iv jprimarily interested in the zeros of r c ; z tending to e , where v aren N j
the unknown frequencies. For those zeros we have used the term ``interest-
ing zeros'', as also mentioned in the remark after Theorem 4.1. The
 .remaining zeros of r c ; z , the ``uninteresting zeros'', are mainly ofn N
interest to the extent of having properties making it possible to tell them
apart from the other ones. This is in particular of importance in experi-
mental investigation of the signal. Fortunately, there is such a property in
w xthis case: It is proved in 24 that to any m s n y n there is an R ,0 m
0 - R - 1, such that all possible limits of uninteresting zeros whenm
< <N ª ` are located in the disk z F R . This may also be extracted fromm
w x33 . Since the limit of the interesting ones are located on the unit circle T,
this property makes it possible for us to distinguish the interesting and the
uninteresting zeros. The situation is, however, not completely satisfactory,
since the values of R are not generally known.m
We are of course just as interested in the same question in a possible
use of the general Szego theory in frequency analysis. And it turns out thatÈ
an R -result holds, not only in connection with a solution of the frequencym
problem, but in the more general framework of Theorem 4.1, only under
the additional boundedness condition 0 - m - k N . - M , where k N . sn n n n
5 N . 5y1F . In the proof we make use of some main ideas from the paper ofn
w xPan and Saff 33 concerning the classical situation.
 4`THEOREM 5.1. Let a be an arbitrary, fixed sequence of interpola-n ns0
tion points in the open unit disk D, a s 0.0
 4`Next, let c be a sequence of finite positi¨ e Borel measures withN Ns1
infinite support on the unit circle T, con¨erging weakly to a measure c
consisting of exactly n mass-points z , z , . . . , z on the unit circle.0 1 2 n0
 N .4`Moreo¨er, for each fixed N let F be the sequence of monicn ns0
 4orthogonal functions obtained by orthogonalization of the sequence B withn
respect to the positi¨ e definite inner product defined by c . Finally, assumeN
that for each n G n the norms of FN . are uniformly bounded and uniformly0 n
 .bounded away from zero independently of N , i.e., there exist positi¨ e
numbers m and M , such thatn n
N . N . 5 N . 5y1m - k - M , where k s F . 5.1 .n n n n n
Then the following holds:
There exists for e¨ery n ) n an R , m s n y n , 0 - R - 1, such that0 m 0 m
 .the m s n y n zeros of P z are located in the disk0 m
< <z F R . 5.2 .m
 .  4 Nk .This holds for any P z , i.e., for any N such that F con¨erges in D.m k n
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Proof. We shall first see that the boundedness conditions on the norm
< <and the reciprocal of the norm imply a restriction on all D rE , n G nn n 0
w xq 1: From Corollary 7.5, page 325 of 6 it follows that
< < 2 N .
2
1 y a kn ny12 2N . N .< < < <« y d s 2n n 2 N .< <1 y a kny1 n
< < 2 21 y a mn ny1G ) 0. 5.3 .2 2< < M1 y a nny1
< N . < 2 < N . < 2We thus have a positive lower bound for « y d , and this boundn n
 4is independent of N. As a consequence we have for n G n q 1 when N0 k
is such that D s lim d Nk . and E s lim « Nk . exist:n k ª` n m k ª 0 n
< Nk . < 2 < Nk . < 2 < < 2 < < 2lim « y d s E y D ) 0. 5.4 . .n n n n
kª`
< <From this it follows that D rE - 1, which will be essential in the proof.n n
As the next step in the proof we shall prove that for any m G 1 the
 .polynomial P z has no zeros in E j T. This is obviously the case form
m s 0.
 .Let now m G 0 be such that P z has no zeros in E j T.m
Take in the second recurrence relation in Theorem 2.1 n s n q m q 10
 N . .  4  Nk .  .4and F instead of F . Take a sequence N , such that F zn n k n qmq10
 . Nk .converges and if necessary by considering a subsequence also Fn qm0Nk .U  . Nk .  .  .and F . Set F z s lim F z , F z sn qm n qm k ª ` n qm n qmq10 0 0 0Nk .  .  .lim F z and let P and P be given by F z sk ª` n qmq1 m mq1 n qm0 0
  .  .  ...  .  .P z r 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z F z , F z sm n q 1 n q m n n q m q 10 0 0 0
  .  .  ...  .P z r 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z F z . Letting k ª ` we get,mq 1 n q1 n qmq1 n0 0 0
with
lim « Nk . s E , lim d Nk . s Dn n n n
kª` kª`
the following:
z y an qm0UF z s yt D F z .  .n qmq1 n qmq1 n qmq1 n qm0 0 0 01 y a zn qmq10
1 y a zn qm0 Uy t E F z . 5.5 .  .n qmq1 n qmq1 n qm0 0 01 y a zn qmq10
U .Let z be a zero for P z in E j T. Then z s 1rz is a zero for0 mq1 0 0
U  . U  . U  .P z , and hence for F z . Put z s z in 5.5 :mq 1 n qmq1 00
U U0 s D z y a F z .  .n qmq1 0 n qm n qm 00 0 0
U U UqE 1 y a z F z , 5.6 .  . .n qmq1 n qm 0 n qm 00 0 0
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and hence
U UD z y a F z .n qmq1 0 n qm n qm 00 0 0? ? s 1. 5.7 .U U UE 1 y a z F z .n qmq1 n qm 0 n qm 00 0 0
 . U  .Since P z has no zeros in E j T it follows that P z has no zeros inm m
 . U  .  . U  . < <D j T. We have F z rF z s c ? P z rP z , c s 1, andn qm n qm m m0 0
 . U  . < <P z rP z is holomorphic in the closed disk z F 1. On T we havem m
<  . U  . <P z rP z s 1. In the equalitym m
UD z y a P z .n qmq1 0 n qm m 00 0? ? s 1 5.8 .U UE 1 y a z P z .n qmq1 n qm 0 m 00 0
we have, by the maximum principle, that
Uz y a P z .0 n qm m 00 F 1 and F 1,U U1 y a z P z .n qm 0 m 00
but since
Dn qmq10 - 1
En qmq10
 .we have a contradiction. Hence all zeros of P z are in D. By inductionmq 1
 .it follows that the polynomials P z , m G 1, have all zeros in D, andm
 .  .hence that all F z have m zeros in D and n zeros on T . Keep inn qm 00
 .mind that for m G 1 the polynomial P z is not uniquely determined, butm
 4depends upon the subsequence N used. But the result here holds fork
 .   ..any of the possible limiting polynomials P z and functions F z .m n qm0
It remains to prove that to any m G 1 there is an R , 0 - R - 1, suchm m
 . < <that all zeros of all polynomials P z are in z F R .m m
 .Assume that this is not true. Then to any « ) 0 there is an N « , such
N« .. .that at least one of the zeros of P z has absolute value ) 1 y « .m
N . .Here P z is a polynomial defined in the remark after Theorem 4.1. Bym
choosing a sequence of «-values tending to 0 we get a sequence of
N« k .. .polynomials P z , each of which has a zero of absolute valuem
) 1 y « . This sequence has a convergent subsequence, where the limitk
 . iqpolynomial P z has a zero e . This is a contradiction since we alreadym
 .know that such polynomials P z have all their zeros in D. Hence, for anym
 .m G 1, there is an R , 0 - R - 1, such that all zeros of P z are in them m m
< <disk z F R . This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.m
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Remark. It is possible to prove a similar result concerning zeros of
N . . X XP z , namely that for any fixed m G 1 there is an R , 0 - R - 1,m m m
N . . < < Xsuch that for all P z all zeros are in the disk z F R . The proof ism m
established by assuming that no such RX exists. A simple argument leadsm
to a contradiction to Theorem 5.1.
Remark. Based on Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.1 we may make the
N . .informal statement: The ``interesting zeros'' of F z tend to the fre-m
quency points eiv j, while the ``uninteresting zeros'' are bounded away from
the unit circle.
6. APPLICATION IN FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
In order to use the results of Sections 4 and 5 in frequency analysis we
 . " iv jchoose the measure in 1.3 and the mass points e , 0 - v - v - ???1 2
- v and possibly 1, such that n s 2 I q L, where L s 0 or 1 as inI 0
Theorem 4.1. Maintaining the same choices we can use Section 5 when we
5 N . 5 "1have established the boundedness conditions for F .n
 4`THEOREM 6.1. Let a be an arbitrary, fixed sequence of interpola-n ns0
tion points in the open unit disk D, a s 0.0
 .Use as gi¨ en a trigonometric signal 1.2 and for each N a positi¨ e measure
 .c on T, gi¨ en by 1.3 .N
 N .4`Moreo¨er, for each N let F be the sequence of monic orthogonaln ns0
 4functions obtained by orthogonalization of the sequence B with respect ton
the positi¨ e definite inner product defined by c .N
Then the following statements hold:
 .a
lim FN . z s F z .  .n n0 0Nª`
exists locally uniformly in D and is equal to
ICn L0 iv yivj jF z s z y 1 z y e z y e , 6.1 .  .  .  .  .n n0 0 1 y a z . js1ks1 k
where L s 0 if A s 0 in the signal, and L s 1 if A / 0. If the zeros of0 0
N . . iv j  .F z are properly ordered, they will tend to the zeros e and possibly 1n0
 .of F z when N ª `.n0
 .  4`b For any n ) n and any subsequence of N there is a subse-0 Ns0
 4`  Nk . .4quence N such that F z con¨erges. The con¨ergence is locallyk ks0 n
uniform in D, and the limit function has the form
F z .n0P z ? , 6.2 .  .m 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .n q1 n qm0 0
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 .  4where P z is a polynomial of degree m s n y n , depending upon N . Ifm 0 k
Nk . .the zeros of F z are properly ordered, n of them tend to the zeros ofn 0
 .F z .n0
 .c To any m G 1 there is an R , 0 - R - 1, such that all zeros of allm m
< <P are located in the disk z F R .m m
 .Proof. It is known that the measures 1rN c , where c is defined byN N
 .1.3 , converge in the weak star topology to the discrete measure c with
< < 2 iv k w xmasses a at the points e , k s yI, . . . , I; see 15 . Since c andk N
 . N .1rN c determine the same monic orthogonal rational functions F ,N n
we may apply the results of Section 4 to our situation. Thus for Statements
a and b the proof is merely to refer to Theorem 4.1, since Statements a
and b in Theorem 6.1 are just special cases of Statements a and b in
Theorem 4.1. In addition, we refer to the remark after Lemma 3.1 for the
 .  .particular way 6.1 of representing F z .n0
Part c will be proved if we can establish the boundedness property for
5 N . .5 "1F z with the measure we have in this case.n
 .  .  .With the signal as in 1.2 and X z defined in 1.3 we have generallyN
1 2p2 2N . N . iu N . iu iu5 5 < <F s F e ? F e X e du .  .  .Hn n n* N2p 0
1 2p 2 2N . iu iu< < < <s F e ? X e du .  .H n N2p 0
1 2p 2 2iu iu< < < <s min G e X e du . 6.3 .  .  .H n N2pG monic 0n
G gLn n
5 N . 5 2We obtain an upper bound for F by choosing one particular monicn
function in L . Moreover, it will be of advantage actually essential in ourn
.  .proof to replace X z in the integrals byN
Ny1
Ny1 Nymy1W z s z X z s x m ? z .  .  .N N N
ms0
I Ny1 I Ny1
miv Nymy1 m Nymy1js A e z s A b ? z   j j j
jsyI ms0 jsyI ms0
I N Nz y bjs A , 6.4 . j z y bjjsyI
iv j <  iu . < <  iu . <where b s e . Observe that W e s X e .j N N
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The particular monic function in L we shall use to find an uppern
5 N . 5 2bound for F isn
I
nyn0z z y b . j
jsyI
F z s h , 6.5 .  .n n 1 y a z ??? 1 y a z .  .1 n
where h is chosen to make F monic. Note that F indeed belongs to Ln n n n
.for n G n .0
We then have
1 2p2 2 2N . iu iu5 5 < < < <F F F e W e du .  .Hn n N2p 0
2N iu NI1 e y b2p j ius A F e du .H j niu2p e y b0 jjsyI
2N iu N inyn .u iu0e y b ? e e y b . . j kI1 2p k/js h A duH n j iu iu2p 1 y a e ? 1 y a e .  .0 1 njsyI
2inyn .u01 h ? e2p ns H iu iu2p 1 y a e ??? 1 y a e .  .0 1 n
=
2
I I
N iu N iuA e y b e y b du . . . j j k
ksyIjsyI
k/j
< < < < < < < iu <Let a be the maximum value of a , a , . . . , a . Since e y b F 2n 1 2 n k
< N iu N <and e y b F 2 we then have, for n G n ,j 0
22 I< <hn2N . 2 Iq15 5 < <F F A ? 2n j2 n  /1 y a . jsyIn
224 Iq2 I< <2 hn
< <s A . 6.6 . j2 n  /1 y a . jsyIn
The bound is independent of N. It follows that k N . has a positive lowern
bound independent of N for every n G n .0
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5 N . 5 2In order to establish a lower bound for F we observe that we alson
have
1 2p2 2 2U UN . N . iu iu5 5 < < < <F s F e W e du .  .Hn n N2p 0
1 2p 2U UN . iu iu< <s F e ? W e du . .  .H n N2p 0
N .U  . U  . < <Since F z ? W z is holomorphic in z F 1 the integral has a valuen N
 < N .U  . U  . < 2 .greater than or equal to F 0 ? W 0 , and hencen N
5 N . 5 2 < U < 2 < N . < 2F G W 0 F 0 . 6.7 .  .  .n N n
It remains to replace this bound by a bound independent of N.
< U  . < <  . < < I <Observe first that W 0 s x 0 s  A , i.e., independent of N.N N jsyI j
From the proof of Lemma 3.2 we know that
N . nf z .nN . N . N .F z s where f z s z z y z z , .  .  .  . .n n k k kUN .f a . ks1n n
and hence
f N .U z f N .U 0 .  .n nU UN . N .F z s , F 0 s . 6.8 .  .  .n nU UN . N .f a f a .  .n n n n
 .From 3.9 we have
N .n1 1 1 y a z 1 y a a . .k k k ns nUN . N .< <f a 1 y a z . 2 ks1n n n k< <1 y a . k
ks1
n
< < < <1 y a 1 y a a .  . k k n1 ks1G nn2 2< <1 y a . k
ks1
n
< < < <1 y a a . k n
ks1s , 6.9 .n
n < <2 1 q a . k
ks1
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which is independent of N. Moreover,
n
2< <1 y a . k
ks1UN .f 0 s , . nn
N .1 y a z . k k
ks1
and hence
n1 2UN .< < < <f 0 G 1 y a , 6.10 .  . .n kn2 ks1
which is independent of N.
 .  .  .  . < U  . <From 6.7 , 6.8 , 6.9 , and 6.10 together with the fact that W 0 isN
5 N . 5 2independent of N, it follows that F has a lower bound independentn
of N. It follows that k N . has a finite upper bound independent of N forn
 .each n. With reference also to 6.6 we have now concluded also the proof
of Statement c in Theorem 6.1.
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